#NCSCconnects Virtual Activity

**Activity:** Nature Photography

**Category:** Culture

**Suggested Grade Level:** Grades 1-12

**Description:** Grab your camera and capture nature with us!

**Supplies:**
- Camera (even a phone camera works!)

**Instructions:** Practicing social distancing guidelines, go outside and look around at the natural environment. Look for trees, plants, animals, insects – anything natural!

As you take photos, pay special attention to angles and lighting (see examples of scenes/captures below for inspiration). Don’t be afraid to get creative! With your parents’ permission, share your favorite captures on social media using the hashtag #NCSCconnects.

**Takeaways:** Sometimes we forget how beautiful nature can be. This activity helps you to see and capture the beauty in our everyday surroundings.

**The Scene:**

**The Capture:**

[Images of nature scenes and captures]
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